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Florian Donderer | violin 
Annette Walther | violin 
Xandi van Dijk | viola 
Thomas Schmitz | violoncello 
 
Performances of unsparing expressivity, intimacy and vitality 
are hallmarks of the Signum Quartett, pairing music making 
of the subtlest order with playing of the highest intensity. 
The dramatic composition of their programmes is innovative 
and distinct and is realised with uncompromising perfection 
in interpretations of effortless transparency. 

 
 
 
A ‘Death and the Maiden’ that stands tall in a crowded field. 

The Strad | Schubert - Ins Stille Land | Carlos Maria Solare | January 2, 2021 
 

… passionate, often brilliant, but also clear and lean […] a D 810 finale so swift that it feels genuinely dangerous 
[…] an album that repays careful and repeated listening. 

Gramophone | Schubert CD – Ins Stille Land | Richard Bratby | 1/2021 
 

This interpretation presented by the Signum Quartet has nothing massive to it and starting from its very first beat 
one can hear the quartet‘s preference of a light aesthetic which reminds us of their last Schubert recording which 
we liked so much. 

Diapason | CD Beethoven | Jean-Michel Molkhou | April 2020 
 

 

 
As a welcome guest, the Signum Quartet left lasting impressions at London’s 
Wigmore Hall, Concertgebouw Amsterdam (Biennale), Philharmonie de Paris, 
Vienna Konzerthaus, Philharmonie Cologne and Elbphilharmonie Hamburg with 
partners such as Nils Mönkemeyer, Dominique Horwitz, Jörg Widmann, Daniel 
Ottensamer and Elisabeth Leonskaja. For the CD “Aus der Ferne” with quartets 
and lied arrangements by Schubert, the quartet was awarded the Opus Klassik. In 
2020 further Schubert quartets and lied arrangements were released on the CD 
“Ins stille Land”, followed by Tüür‘s quartet no.2. 

The Signum Quartet played the world premiere of a York Höller quartet commissioned by the Cologne 
Philharmonic, has succesfully performed their program “Rocklounge“ and will make its Carnegie Hall debut 
in 2023. 

https://www.thestrad.com/reviews/signum-quartet-ins-stille-land/11607.article
https://www.gramophone.co.uk/review/schubert-ins-stille-land-signum-quartett
https://www.diapasonmag.fr/

